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Purpose: The aim of this study was to compare EEG topographical maps in patients with chronic stroke after action observation physical 
training. 
Methods: Ten subjects were recruited from a medical hospital. Participants observed the action of transferring a small block from one 
box to another for 6 sessions of 1 minute each, and then performed the observed action for 3 minutes, 6 times. An EEG-based brain 
mapping system with 32 scalp sites was used to determine cortical reorganization in the regions of interest (ROIs) during observation of 
movement. The EEG-based brain mapping was comparison in within-group before and after training. ROIs included the primary senso-
rimotor cortex, premotor cortex, superior parietal lobule, inferior parietal lobule, superior temporal lobe, and visual cortex. EEG data were 
analyzed with an average log ratio in order to control the variability of the absolute mu power. The mu power log ratio was in within-
group comparison with paired t-tests.
Results: Participants showed activation prior to the intervention in all of the cerebral cortex, whereas the inferior frontal gyrus, superior 
frontal gyrus, precentral gyrus, and inferior parietal cortex were selectively activated after the training. There were no differences in mu 
power between each session.
Conclusion: These findings suggest that action observation physical training contributes to attaining brain reorganization and improving 
brain functionality, as part of rehabilitation and intervention programs.
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INTRODUCTION 

Most of the activities of daily living are performed through the 

functional movements of the arms and the hands. Since stroke pa-

tients do not use their paralyzed arms and hands, their muscular 

strength is reduced, spasticity increases, and the reduction or pain 

of the soft tissues is caused.1 These problems limit the activities of 

daily living, and among these limitations, there occur numerous 

problems of hand dexterity. 

As effective interventional methods that recover a chronic stroke 

patient clinically, the techniques that directly cause movement to 

increase such as the constraint induced movement therapy (CIMT), 

robot-assisted training and dance sports in virtual reality, or trans-

cutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) and interferential 

current therapy (ICT) are applied.2-6 However, it has been reported 

that it is difficult to provide experience-dependent inputs to the pa-

tients with low exercise functions.7 

The method used to overcome such a limitation is the priming 

technique.8 The priming technique increases the excitability of the 

motor system that was damaged by stroke in order to enhance the 

re-formation of a brain. The intervention that makes the sensory 

motor systems prepare for the purpose of exercise practice includes 

the imaging training, action observation training (AOT), repetitive 

transcranial magnetic stimulation, and transcranial direct current 
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stimulation, among others. Of these, the method that can be applied 

easily at a low cost is AOT. 

AOT is a method that activates one of the frontoparietal circuits 

that prepare and control the purpose-oriented action according to 

the sight and body control by observing the exercise tasks carried 

out by another person.9 This circuit not only is activated not only 

when it moves by itself but also when it observes another person 

move. Due to this characteristic, this circuit is called the mirror 

neuron system (MNS).10 

As brain imaging techniques have become more developed, there 

has been more research that checks MNS by using EEG. In EEG, μ 

rhythm is measured-μ rhythm which is the frequency of 8-13 Hz 

occurring in the exercise area during a rest time. While actions are 

executed and observed, μ rhythm decreases. While EEG has a high 

timely resolution, it has a low spatial resolution. To compensate for 

this limitation, the methods are developed that presume the nerve 

activation location through measured EEG materials.11,12 Im et al.13 

suggested the possibility of a real-time cortex rhythm activation ob-

servation system based on EEG materials so that an immediate cor-

tex rhythm can be visualized. 

After the MNS was discovered, many researchers attempted to 

discover its function, and suggest that MNS performs an interven-

tional role that understands and sympathizes the meaning of an 

observed motion. In addition, they found that MNS is activated 

while it prepares in order to imitate motions.14 In this way, since an 

observer can make the symbol of a motion on MNS and an ob-

served motion agreed, this is called the observation-execution 

matching. The observation-execution matching is an important 

mechanism related to recognizing and understanding motions. 

Nevertheless, although there has been much research thus far 

that observed the activation of MNS by using EEG, the research on 

how the activation of MNS is changed during a training is insuffi-

cient. Thus, this study was conducted to determine if a training that 

involves the observation of motions and repeated physical trainings 

affects the activation of the MNS. 

METHODS

1. Subjects
The chronic stroke patient subjects who participated in the train-

ing were 11 selected hemiplegia patients who were diagnosed with 

stroke and had been treated in a rehabilitation hospital. During the 

training, the EEGs of 10 patient were analyzed, after 1 patient who 

failed to concentrate was excluded. All subjects listened to the re-

search purpose and training procedure and voluntarily signed on 

the consent forms before measurement. The subjects were selected 

from the group of patients who had been diagnosed with stroke 

more than six months earlier, who had no other neurological lesions 

before the occurrence of stroke, who had a MMSE-K score higher 

than 24 points, who had no cognitive-perceptual disorders and 

could follow instructions, who had no visual or hearing problems 

and no aphasia, who could hold a block of 5× 5 cm with a paralyzed 

hand, and who had been receiving physical therapy and occupa-

tional therapy for the past three months.

2. Experimental methods
1) Measurement

(1) Collection of EEG materials 

The EEG was measured when a motion is observed using the 

WEEG-32 (LXE3232-RF, LAXTHA Inc., Korea). The brain wave of 

the subject was saved in a computer through 256 Hz sampling fre-

quency, pass filter of 0.5-50 Hz, and 12-bit AD conversion. The EEG 

materials were collected by 32 electrodes that were attached to the 

head. The electrodes were attached according to the extended 10-20 

method of electrode placement, and the reference electrodes with a 

diameter of 45 mm were attached to the back sides of the both ears. 

The electrodes used are dish formed disc electrodes coated with 

gold, and they were attached using electrode paste that is used only 

for EEG. In addition, gauges were covered on the attached elec-

trodes so that the electrode paste did not harden rapidly and could 

be fixed on the surface of the head. 

After electrodes were attached, the subjects sat in comfortable 

chairs in an inspection room that was free of noise and watched the 

27 inch LED monitor that was 2 m away. The measurement was 

performed in a silent environment in a state in which the physical 

movements of the subjects were controlled. In order to minimize 

their movements, subjects were requested to rest their arms com-

fortably on their thighs. In order to induce the subjects to concen-

trate during the observation of movements, they were told that they 

would be questioned about their movements when measurement is 

finished.
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(2) Processing of EEG materials 

The EEGs were measured for 20 seconds in each condition, with the 

first and last five seconds removed in order to remove the artifacts 

that can occur when the video starts and ends. This study used the 

μ rhythm obtained from C3 and C4, which correspond to the areas 

of the sensorymotor cortex, for analysis. 

In order to adjust the variability occurring due to personal differ-

ences such as the thickness of head bone, electrode arrangement, 

and resistance, Telescan 3.08 program (LAXTHA Inc., Korea) was 

used.

(3) Brain mapping system based on EEG 

In order to evaluate the change of the cortex electricity activation of 

the brain known as the mirror neuron system, the event-related 

spectral perturbation (ERSP) that enables the measurement of aver-

age changes of the spectrum power was used. ERSP analysis was 

performed by EEGLAB. In each condition, the 20 second-part from 

which the first and last five seconds of the video were removed was 

extracted for the EEG analysis. The μ frequency band (8-12 Hz) re-

lated to the movement of the limbs was used to show a brain map. 

The brain map was represented by evaluating the spatial changes in 

the areas where electrodes were attached while the motions were 

observed before and after training.

2) Design and procedure of study 

The EEGs were measured by showing a box for the purpose of hand 

dexterity and a motion picture equal to the wood block examina-

tion to the action observation training group. The subjects repeated 

this process of observing the video for 1 minute, and receiving 

training for 3 minutes six times. 

In order to check EEG changes before and after the training, the 

EEGs were measured while the motions were observed. As one of 

the subject slept to not concentrate while the video were observed, 

only the materials of 10 subjects were collected. Participants were 

asked about observed action. 

3) Training video 

The video provided to the action observation training group 

showed the motion that moves a wood block. The video used for 

training was produced with the motion that moves a wood block 

with the right hand and the motion that moves a wood block with 

the left hand. The time of the motion was 30 seconds for the right 

hand and 30 seconds for the left hand.

4) Statistical analysis
The general characteristics of the subjects were obtained using de-

scriptive statistics. In order to check the change of μ rhythm before 

and after the training of the subjects, the paired t test was per-

formed. The SPSS version 17.0 for Windows, a statistical software 

package, was used for all analyses. Descriptive analysis was used to 

examine the EEG-based brain map. 

RESULTS 

1. General characteristics of study subjects 
A total of 10 subjects participated in the training, and their general 

characteristics are as shown (Table 1).

2. Comparison of μ power log ratios 
In order to find the difference of μ power log ratios while motions 

were observed before and after the training of the subjects, the 

mean values of the absolute power log ratio were produced and 

compared (Table 2). There was no significant difference between 

the times before and after training (p> 0.05).

3. Comparison of brain maps between times 
The results of brain maps before and after the action observation 

training were shown (Figure 1). Before training, activation occurred 

Table 1. General characteristic 

Division/Unit Experiment group (n=10)

Gender Male/Female 4/6

Dominant hand Left/Right 0/10

Type Infarction/Hemorrhage 5/5

Paretic side Left/Right 4/6

Age Age 60.00±9.36*

Onset Month 15.30±6.77

MMSE-K Score 25.00±1.63

*Mean±Standard Deviation.

Table 2. Comparison pre-test and post-test of mu power 

Pre-test Post-test t p

AOT group -0.04±0.06* -0.03±0.05 -0.34 0.743

*Mean±Standard Deviation. 
AOT, action observation training.
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in the superior frontal gyrus, middle frontal gyrus, inferior frontal 

gyrus, precentral gyrus, postcentral gyrus, and inferior parietal cor-

tex. After training, activation occurred in the superior frontal gyrus, 

inferior frontal gyrus, precentral gyrus, postcentral gyrus, and infe-

rior parietal cortex (Table 3).

DISCUSSION 

The function of the upper limbs of stroke patients is one of the most 

basic elements in the performance of the activities of daily living, 

and achieving functional upper limbs functions is an important 

aim in rehabilitation. In this study, the action observation physical 

training (AOT) was applied to chronic stroke patients 6 times to 

produce the effect on the activation of MNS by the brain mapping 

system based on EEG. As a result, although there was no change of 

μ rhythm between times, MNS showed selective activation after 

AOT. 

In order to increase the hand functions of chronic stroke patients, 

the task-specific training should be repeated.15 In addition, the ap-

plication of a method that increases the reversibility of the neural 

network can increase hand functions.8 

The imitation of an observed motion is a cognitive task that does 

not require excessive efforts.16 Iacoboni et al.17 reported that the IFG 

cortex, front parietal lobe area, parietal lobe cortex, and STS area 

were activated in the conditions in which the targeted motions were 

observed using fMRI. In addition, researchers argued that this re-

sult is equal to the MNS that is activated while the basic circuit in-

volving imitation observes. 

It is impossible to know in which area of the brain there is a dif-

ference using EEG materials. In order to complement such a lower 

spatial resolution, a brain mapping system was developed that can 

measure the brain location based on EEG materials.13 The locations 

of EEG electrodes attached to the subjects in this study were the re-

gions of interest (ROI) about MNS based on the research findings of 

Koessler et al.18 Before training, it was confirmed that in all locations 

of electrodes, MNS was activated, and after training, it could be ver-

ified that MNS was activated in the superior frontal gyrus, precen-

tral gyrus, postcentral gyrus, and inferior parietal cortex. Park et 

al.19 reported that as a result of confirming the reorganization of the 

cerebrum through a training, the activation of the prefrontal area 

that was shown before the training was not activated after a short-

term training. Authors insisted that the short-term intensive train-

ing led to a learning, which decreased the cognitive use when the 

task was performed, causing the activation of the unnecessary brain 

area to disappear. The authors of this study also suggested that by 

repeating the trainings of 6 times, the subjects went through a learn-

ing process to cause the selective activation of MNS to occur com-

pared to the time prior to the training. 

The activation of the right inferior parietal cortex decreases due 

to the adaptation of fMRI if the same motions continue to be re-

peated.20 In this study, during the training, the non-activation of the 

right inferior parietal cortex was gradually shown. In addition, the 

non-activation of the right inferior parietal cortex was also shown 

after the training. This is considered to indicate that the activation 

of the right inferior parietal cortex tends to decrease while, by repet-

itively observing and conducting the same motion, the training is 

performed in the same way as that in which the training of the re-

sult of the prior research was performed. 

The results of this study may prove the positive effects that de-

crease the unnecessary cognitive action of task performance during 

AOT and activate the MNS of the needed areas. However, the influ-

ence of AOT in patients with more sever motor impairment has not 

Table 3. Activation of mirror neuron system areas

Pre-test Post-test

AOT group Superior frontal gyrus (BA*6,9) Superior frontal gyrus (BA6)

Middle frontal gyrus (BA46) Inferior frontal gyrus (BA45)

Inferior frontal gyrus (BA45) Precentral gyrus (BA4)

Precentral gyrus (BA4) Postcentral gyrus (BA1,2,3)

Postcentral gyrus (BA1,2,3) Inferior parietal cortex (BA7,40)

Inferior parietal cortex (BA7,40)

*Brodmann area. 
AOT, action observation training.

Figure 1. Brain maps before and after training.

Before training After training
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been investigated. And it is necessary to conduct research that will 

confirm the change of μ rhythm by applying the AOT of a long 

term.
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